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Abstract:
Artificial photosystems that accomplish the complete cycle of converting CO$_2$ and H$_2$O to fuel on the shortest possible length scale – nanometers – avoid efficiency degrading ion transport resistance losses and unwanted side reactions while opening up an immense design space for scale-up. We are developing a Co oxide-silica core-shell nanotube array in which each core-shell tube operates as a complete, independent photosynthetic unit. The ultrathin silica membrane separates the Co oxide H$_2$O oxidation catalyst from light absorber and CO$_2$ reduction sites and transmits protons but blocks O$_2$. Precise control of electron transport across the insulating silica membrane is accomplished by embedded molecular wires with properly chosen orbital energetics.

After briefly introducing the synthesis and structural characterization of square inch sized core-shell arrays, emphasis of the talk will be on the structural and functional properties of the core-shell nanowall, which is the center of photocatalytic action. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy reveals orders of magnitude higher for H$^+$ flux across the multilayer oxide wall than required at highest solar intensity and provides mechanistic insight into proton transport across the ultrathin oxide layers. Polarized FT-IRRAS allows monitoring of the structure and orientation of the silica embedded molecular wires, and of the interfacial structure of the ultrathin oxide layers that compose the nanotube wall. Pathways of photo-induced charge separation and transfer of holes to Co$_3$O$_4$, and electrons to Cu$_x$O$_y$ catalyst surfaces, are elucidated by ultrafast optical and transient FT-IR spectroscopy. If time permits, our effort to incorporate 2-photon tandem light absorption into the nanowall will be discussed.
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